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SWISS GODS DON’T LIKE RICE CAKE

Swiss shaman Hendrikje Lange and her spirit sister Jeong Sun-deok, praying to the mountain gods in the Swiss Alps.
(Photo by H. Lange)

The offering prepared for the Swiss mountain gods by Lange and Jeong. They first tried to prepare Korean rice cakes, but
the recipe wouldn’t turn out. Lange felt that the Swiss gods would prefer local foods, so that is what they offered. (Photo by
H. Lange)
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Something to Do with Shamanism

While hiking on Gwanak Mountain, south of Seoul, in the winter of 2002, I heard an unearthly

noise: a strange, breathy barking, hoarse and rhythmic. I followed the sound as it echoed off the

ravines, wondering what I would find. Animals? People? I expected at least a dozen people to produce

such a sound, and I wondered what strange ritual I might discover. In the end it turned out to be an

elderly couple, wearing heavy black winter jackets and seated on cardboard, eyes closed, grunting

uphill into the chill afternoon air. When I asked my Korean friends about what I'd seen and heard, they

would tell me that it probably had something to do with shamanism, but that was as far as I would get.

“I don’t really know about that stuff,” they would say, and leave it at that.

Apparently I am not the only one to have come up against this reticence among Koreans to

speak about shamanism or to admit to real knowledge of it. Korean-Australian researcher Chongho

Kim, in his 2003 book on Korean shamanism, went so far as to include a sub-chapter entitled, “My

Experience of Failed Fieldwork on Shamanism” (C. Kim, 2003, p. 71). He expresses his frustration not

with the shamanic practitioners, who were open about their work, but with the clients:

I came to realize that it is extremely difficult to obtain accurate information from ordinary
people aboutt their utilization of shamans … People firmly shut their mouths and refused to tell
me about their experiences of shamanic practice. It was almost impossible for me to get them to
speak. Few people welcomed me when I said that my research topic was shamanism …
Although my relatives and friends promised to tell me if they were going to hold, or had held, a
shamanic ritual, in the event none of them ever informed me. (C. Kim, 2003, p. 73)

Korean shamanism, it turns out, is hard to get a fix on.1 There is the phenomenon of the mudang or

manshin, a priest or priestess who may or may not be possessed by spirits and who may or may not be

the same thing as a fortune-teller. There are kut, the formal rituals associated with Korean shamanism,

and there are shamanistic shrines. But who is truly a shaman? Who has the legitimate right to carry on

the tradition? Korean shamanism has no church hierarchy, no sacred canon. Historically Korean

1 Indeed, it’s not even clear what we ought to call the thing that we’re talking about. Koreans themselves use the
loanword ���	 (shyameonijeum), which comes with all the problems you might expect of a foreign word applied
to a particular cultural context. The term �� (mugyo),  combining the root � (mu, �, “shaman”) with the ending �
(gyo, 
, “religion”), is unfortunately a homonym with �� (mugyo, �
), which, with a different Chinese character
for the initial syllable, means “no religion.” �� (shingyo, 
), meaning “god religion,” might be another candidate,
but again it’s a homonym, this time with the word for Protestantism. One might use �� (mishin), but the term means
“superstition” and is pejorative. And Kim Tae-gon’s “Mu-ism” does not seem to have caught on. The best term might be
�� (musok, 巫俗), meaning “mu tradition,” but no one seems to use it in English-language works. As such, we’re left
discussing “Korean shamanism,” the term that I use to mean the thing we’re talking about. This is circular and I’m
sorry.
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shamanism has been disparaged, called sorcery (which at least is something real) and superstition (not

real at all) (Kendall, 1985, pp. 30–38). Shamans also accuse each other of various forms of

inauthenticity, and scholars have their own biases about what constitutes the real deal when it comes to

Korean shamanism, as we shall see. Which people and practices fall within the sphere of Korean

shamanism remains unclear. Does it encompass any spiritual practice of Korean people that isn’t part of

some other identified tradition? When you find an old couple barking on a mountainside, have you

found Korean shamanism or something else entirely, and how can you know?

Much has been written about Korean shamanism, particularly focusing on the spirit-possessed

shamanic rituals found in and around Seoul. In this paper, we will look at why this particular strain of

Korean shamanism has become so prominent, and we will shift our focus onto other manifestations of

Korean shamanism: hereditary shamans in southern Korea, the surprising survival of shamanism in

Stalinist North Korea, and the extension of Korean shamanism beyond the land of Korea – and the

bodies of Koreans – through the initiation of a Swiss shaman. As we examine Korean shamanism in

these different contexts, we will focus on the processes of becoming and performing. What we will find

is that Korean shamanism, while rooted in tradition, is expansive and adaptive, always shifting in

response to the societal constraints placed upon it, the openings and opportunities it presents, and the

changing needs of its practitioners. We will also chase after a ghost – the ghost of authenticity – which,

like other ghosts in Korean shamanism, at turns harasses, assists, threatens, clarifies, cajoles, makes

demands, fails to arrive when invoked, shows up uninvited. We might wish to exorcize this ghost

completely, even deny its existence, or we might want to invoke its power. Like all ghosts, it’s

slippery.2

The Place of Skulls

Let’s start with Kim T’ae-gon, whose taxonomic Korean Shamanism-Muism (translated with

adventurous grammar by Chang Soo-kyung) strives to be a definitive explication of what Korean

shamanism is and is not. Bracingly free of the authorial self-doubt that we find in other works on

2 Beyond the scope of this paper is the complex interplay among Korean shamanism, Confucianism and Buddhism,
which can also muddy the waters regarding the authenticity of any particular practice to any of those traditions.
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Korean shamanism, Kim nevertheless felt compelled to add an appendix in which he attempts to

provide “a definition of shamanism in the context of field work” (T. Kim, 1998, p. 151). He suggests

that we look at “shamanism as a religious totality” rather than getting caught up in “the truly distinctive

characteristics of the shaman … trance (or ecstasy) and possession” (T. Kim, 1998, pp. 162–163), but

concludes by defining Shamanism as 

a traditional natural religious phenomenon in which the shaman, possessing the special skill of
trance-possession, communicates with the supernatural world, and by means of this supernatural
power, is able to fulfill all the needs in human life, including the telling of fortunes. (T. Kim,
1998, p. 172)

There’s a lot to unpack there. But leaving aside the vagueness of the terms “traditional” and

“natural” – what makes a religion unnatural, I wonder? – let’s look at how Kim defines the sort of

person “who becomes a mudang through an emotional religious experience (which resembles a

psychotic episode) at the will of the god(s)” (T. Kim, 1998, p. 41). A crucial part of the experience is

the “mysterious ‘initiation illness’ known as shinbyŏng” (T. Kim, 1998, p. 41). As one manshin

(another word for mudang) describes the symptoms:

[Those who are afflicted] don’t know what they’re doing. They yell, “Let’s go, let’s go!” and go
running out somewhere. They snatch food from the kitchen and run out into the road with it.
God-descended people swipe things and run away. They strike people and shout insults.

If I were a god-descended person and my husband were hitting me and calling me a
crazy woman, I’d shout back at him, “You bastard! Don’t you know who I am, you bastard?”
That’s what the Clear Spring Mansin did. Then she sat beside the road talking to the chickens.
So funny! ….

It’s very difficult for them. They’re sick and they stay sick, even though they take
medicine … There are some who can’t eat the least bit of food; they just go hungry. There are
some who sleep with their eyes open, and some who can’t sleep at all. They’re very weak but
they get well as soon as the gods descend in the initiation kut. (Kendall, 1985, p. 57)

Kim Tae-gon compares the symptoms of shinbyŏng – sudden onset, loss of appetite, physical

weakness, pain, cramps, mental restlessness, resistance to standard medical treatment, long duration –

with the experiences of shamans in other traditions (T. Kim, 1998, pp. 48–49). “The shamans of the

Yakut tribe in Siberia experience their limbs and body parts being dismembered ... by an iron pick,”

while the ancestor-spirits in the Tungus tribe “pierce the shaman-to-be’s body with arrows until he

loses consciousness ... Then flesh from his/her body is ripped out and taken away” (T. Kim, 1998, pp.

49–50). “Shamans of the Buryat tribe ... are tortured by their ancestor spirits and their body is cut into

pieces” (T. Kim, 1998, p. 50). Beyond Siberia,
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American shamans also experience being killed by ancestor spirits. They also experience having
the eyes and teeth ripped apart, while walking through fire ... While the shaman-to-be gets
tortured ... his physical body lies still and stiff on the ground (as if it is dead) and is covered by a
mat. (T. Kim, 1998, p. 51) 

And so it goes, all dismemberment and torment from the ancestors, in Africa and Indonesia as well. In

many accounts, the head is cut off or the skull is opened (T. Kim, 1998, pp. 49–51). Kim ends this

litany by declaring:

the fact that the motif of dismembering limbs and the motif of cutting open a body to put in a
“power of sorcery” are not found in “civilized” regions ... is because the original, primitive and
intense experiences (of shamans in primitive ethnic groups) have been filtered out as more
“civilized” concepts are added. (T. Kim, 1998, p. 52) 

I am not so sure. As a thought experiment, let’s imagine Jesus as a case study of shamanic

initiation. He has violent outbursts:

Jesus entered the temple courts and began driving out those who were buying and selling there.
He overturned the tables of the money changers and the benches of those selling doves, and
would not allow anyone to carry merchandise through the temple courts. (Mark 11:15-16)

It’s not quite the Clear Spring Mansin talking to the chickens, but not far from “strik[ing] people and

shout[ing] insults.” We can then turn to the Passion and compare it to the torments that Kim’s shamans

undergo. First Jesus is flogged, and a crown of thorns is placed on his head (John 19:1-2). Then,

“carrying his own cross, he went out to the place of the Skull ... There they crucified him” (John 19:18-

19). So we have flaying of flesh and a fixation on the skull. On the cross, Jesus cries out, “My God, my

God, why have you forsaken me?” (Matthew 27:46, Mark 15:34). Considering that God is his Father,

this plaint resembles the shaman-to-be’s experience of torment at the hands of the ancestors. Jesus then

dies and is entombed, much like the Native American who is covered by a mat. When he reemerges, he

is addressed as “Rabboni,” teacher: his status has changed (John 20:16). He is now able to dispense the

Holy Spirit, much as a shaman, after his or her illness passes, is able to heal with the power of a god. 

As another comparison, let’s look at Muhammad’s first revelation. Muhammad had been

troubled for some time, escaping society for contemplation. According to the Hadith of Sahih al-

Bukhari, Book 1, Hadith 3, the angel Jibreel held Muhammad three times in a tight embrace (al-

Bukhari, n.d.), similar to the “suffocating feeling” that Kim reports as a symptom of shinbyŏng (T.

Kim, 1998, p. 48). Similarly, the Buddha could be described as having experienced a kind of madness,

leaving his comfortable home for a life of ascetic wandering. According to traditional accounts:
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he practiced non-breathing meditations, though they produced fierce headaches, stomach pains,
and burning heat all over his body[, and] he reduced his food intake to a few drops of bean soup
a day, till he became so emaciated that he could hardly stand and his body hair fell out. (Harvey,
1990, p. 19)

This set of symptoms reads like a case study of shinbyŏng. Siddhartha then engages in a fierce struggle

with the demon Mara, until he emerges on the other side as the Buddha, the Enlightened One, with the

great spiritual power that enabled him to found the Buddhist tradition.

None of these narratives fits perfectly within Kim’s shamanic framework – for one thing, Jesus’

torment is meant to be understood literally, not as a hallucination or illness. Nevertheless, what these

stories from other traditions show us is that the boundaries between shamanism, Korean or otherwise,

and other religious traditions are not quite so firm as scholars sometimes imagine. If we strip away the

explanatory machinery and specific ritual language found in Korea, are we left with anything distinct?

Is Korean shamanism nothing more than prophesy that wears a hanbok and speaks Korean? 

Inherited Ritual

What is easy to overlook is that Kim and Kendall are describing only one sort of initiation into

Korean shamanism, that of what Kim tellingly calls the “basic mudang type,” defined as “a person

[who] becomes a mudang in the experience of receiving a spirit” (T. Kim, 1998, p. 28). These mudang,

called kangshinmu or manshin, are more common in northern and central Korea (T. Kim, 1998, p. 14).

But there’s another type of mudang, the hereditary tan’gol3 type, or sesŭmmu, “in which the right to be

the master of ceremonies is passed on through the bloodlines” (T. Kim, 1998, p. 29). These mudang,

limited to southern Korea (T. Kim, 1998, p. 14), inherit not only the right to perform ceremonies, but a

specific district, or tan’gol’pan, from which historically they collected taxes. Curiously, though the

hereditary right is patrilineal, it is usually women who marry into the lineage who become mudang (T.

Kim, 1998, pp. 58–60).

After the lavish attention Kim grants to his “basic” mudang, the initiation of the hereditary

sesŭmmu merits a single page in which Kim explains that they “have no spiritual power,” serve as
3 Laurel Kendall gives the term tan’gol a completely different definition, describing it as “regular customer” and making

no reference to hereditary shamanism (Kendall, 1985, p. 79). This is presumably the result of her fieldwork’s focus on
the Central Korean region, near Seoul. Meanwhile, the documentary Mudang: Reconciliation Between the Living and
the Dead uses the same term as a synonym for shamans on Jindo Island, in the far south, confirming Kim’s assertion
that the tan’gol system is strongest there, while also noting the different usage around Seoul (Pak, 2003).
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celebrants or priests only, and rely upon spirit-descended fortune-tellers for the real spiritual juice in

their ceremonies (T. Kim, 1998, pp. 57–58). Indeed, he describes these mudang’s brand of insight as

“pseudo-fortune-telling,” false because it is based on various textual traditions rather than on “spiritual

power” (T. Kim, 1998, p. 58). Kim concludes that “a kangshinmu becoming mu by the spiritual will of

god seems ‘inborn’ and ‘natural,’ but a sesŭmmu receiving it is only ‘acquired’ and ‘artificial’” (T. Kim,

1998, p. 58).

This bias toward the spirit-possessed pervades a great deal of analysis of Korean shamanism. I

suspect a certain romanticism that one can find in that word “natural,” as if an individual called by the

spirits is more authentically a practitioner of Korean shamanism than one who marries into a hereditary

shaman family and merely learns the rites – heroic individual inspiration taking precedence over formal

tradition. Whether this is true within Korean shamanism is open to debate, as demonstrated by the

mudang and their clients in Pak Ki-bok’s riveting documentary film Mudang: Reconciliation Between

the Living and the Dead (Pak, 2003). Pak interviews both hereditary and spirit-descended mudang, but

the focus is on the sesŭmmu, and they make clear their distaste for the untutored, upstart practices of

the kangshinmu in their midst.

At the beginning of Pak’s documentary, we witness a kut in a village near Pohang, in the south

of Korea. Like Kim, Pak notes that the hereditary shamans rely on others to channel the spirits – in this

case, a villager with particular sensitivity holds the spirit pole down which the gods descend. But what

becomes clear in the filmed kut is that this channeling is only a small part of a much larger ritual that

extends over two days. The presiding shaman, Kim Yong-mae, is a performer with a deep well of ritual

knowledge, and her family members play the music that drives the kut and at times gets all of the

celebrants dancing. Where Kim would have us believe that under the  sesŭmmu, “the complete process

of a kut as a religious ceremony has become essentially symbolic, which leads to it being viewed only

as an artistic ritual,” Pak’s film indicates otherwise, depicting a level of active engagement that seems

out of place for mere spectators at a performance (T. Kim, 1998, p. 61). It’s clear that some elements of

the kut have moved from ritual efficacy to performance, such as the prayer Kim Yong-mae offers

against smallpox – clearly no longer a practical necessity. Nevertheless, while the shaman Kim Yong-
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mae is not directly imbued with spiritual power, her ritual can be seen as akin to a Catholic ceremony,

in which a priest, by carrying out the right ritual actions, is able to please the supernatural and bring

about a positive effect for the celebrants. As the two-day ceremony comes to a close, the villagers’

passionate grabbing for strips of ritual cloth, considered to have talismanic properties, belies the notion

that this kut has been mere artistic ritual for them.

In fact, Pak interviews a village woman who declares that she and her husband “prefer the

hereditary shaman ritual.”

[Hereditary shamans] have been well trained in the art of the ritual. We try to arrange rituals
performed by hereditary shamans, not prophesiers [kangshinmu]. Hereditary shamans don’t get
possessed in the middle of rituals. Prophesiers cry out that spirits have come and such.

Her husband concurs:

Hereditary shamans know the traditional methods, how to prevent calamity, performed and
shaped over the years. Hereditary shamans learn their art. For prophesiers it’s all instinct. Their
rituals vary day to day according to how they sense the spirits. Hereditary shamans know
traditional ways. That’s why we prefer them. But prophesiers perform according to their whim,
so they’re less reliable. (Emphasis added)

The informant makes clear that he prefers the sesŭmmu for their superior efficacy and reliability, not

merely their greater artistry. Elsewhere sesŭm m u Chae Jungrae declares that she “hates” the

kangshinmu rituals. It appears that the sesŭmmu partisans see the hereditary tradition as not only more

effective, but in some sense more correct or proper – more authentic – than the improvisational

kangshinmu rituals, just as a Catholic might find more authenticity in the ancient rituals of the Church

than in the Holy Spirit possessions and speaking in tongues of a Pentecostal congregation.

Against this expressed preference for the hereditary shamans, at least in the South of Korea, we

must consider why scholars have directed more of their attention toward the kangshinmu, known as

manshin in the Seoul region. There is, of course, the practical reality that Seoul has long been home to

Korea’s top universities, as well as the most comfortable place in Korea for foreigners to live, not to

mention the easiest place to find informants and translators who speak your language. But beyond that,

there is also something compelling – for foreigners and for modern Koreans alike – in the mysterious,

even dangerous quality of northern, spirit-descended shamanic rituals. As one scholar explains:

Ecstatic dances are more dramatic than the lengthy chants or songs of southern mudang when
one is unfamiliar with the words. Northern Shamanism seems to involve more brilliant colors in
its costumes and a more insistent beat in its music. The dancing is vigorous to the point of being
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feverish and the plot or cast of characters appears to be more involved in the present than
dependent on historical references in an archaic language, difficult for any except a few folklore
scholars … For those who do not believe in the world of spirits, it is still good theater! (Covell,
1986, pp. 130–131)

I must admit to my own sense of relief when Pak turned his attention from the hereditary mudang of

the South, most of whom were in their seventies and eighties, to an attractive young manshin from

Seoul, Park Mijung, who practices the northern style of shamanism popularized by the “superstar

shaman” Kim Keum-hwa (about whom more later). 

Unlike the hereditary shamans, Park is not illiterate or poorly educated, and as a child of the

1960s, she has not endured the hardships of an earlier generation that survived the Korean War and its

aftermath. In fact, her journey into shamanism began with her mother’s suffering; plagued by spirits,

Park’s mother cut her own throat and nearly died, until ultimately Park became a channel for the spirits,

drawing them away from her mother. The mother, then, goes through the older form of shinbyŏng,

while the daughter’s suffering is described in social terms: she feels lonely, she struggles to rebuild her

relationship with her mother, she finds herself exhausted from giving so much to her clients. (In a

surprising scene, given shamans’ reputation for greed, Park Mijung actually presses money into the

hands of an impoverished older client who sells vegetables for a living and is struggling to make ends

meet.) 

It is all the stranger, then, to see this attractive modern woman dancing on blades in the pouring

rain, or burying her face in a freshly slaughtered pig, then whirling about, mouth smeared with blood,

and ripping the head off a rooster with her bare hands. It is this incongruity – what Freud would call the

uncanny, the unheimlich – that draws us in (Freud, 2003). And it may be these very qualities that repel

the southern villagers who prefer a more orderly, traditional form of ritual.

Here we’re confronting a key difference in the nature of the audiences involved. If we think of

kut as performances only, we might cast the elderly sesŭm m u partisans as aging Philharmonic

subscribers who want the old warhorses performed the way they always have been, while a younger,

more daring audience prefers the improvisational unpredictability of a kangshinmu kut. But a kut is

both a performance and a ritual intended to alter the material world. While audiences at a performance

want drama and excitement, and anthropologists want good narratives with enough ambiguity to fill out
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a dissertation, ritual participants may desire predictability and order. They are not just audience, but

performers as well, in a ritual whose result has practical importance for them. Where the

improvisational, uncontrolled aspects of a kangshinmu’s kut may be more exciting to watch, they

demand more from the lay participants, and they involve greater risk. 

Two Experiences of Mourning

To see what I mean, let’s look at two different experiences of mourning. In Mudang, we see

wailing mourners at a funeral kut on Jindo Island, led by a sesŭmmu. Their weeping is theatrical,

stylized. The mourners are not grieving so much as performing grief according to an understood set of

signals. Later, the kangshinmu Park Mijung performs a kut for the Im family, whose 22-year-old son

has died in a construction accident not long after Park herself warned that the family faced impending

calamity. Mrs. Im weeps silently for her son during the funeral. In the subsequent kut, she is given the

spirit tree to hold, and a kind of madness grips her. She flails, thrashes, knocks over a bowl of rice,

whips the ground with the branch in her hand. The manshin tries gently to take the spirit tree back from

Mrs. Im, but Mrs. Im’s rage only increases, until at last she collapses in a sobbing outpouring of grief.

The distress on the faces of Mrs. Im’s daughters is raw, absolutely unfeigned. When Mrs. Im settles

down again, the young deceased is able to possess the manshin and express his sorrow to his family. He

also reminds them how good it is to be alive and tells his mother, after a long embrace, to go home and

take some medicine. The cathartic power of this ritual is obvious, as is its dramatic force. But so is the

toll it takes on everyone involved, including the mudang. The kut is anything but comfortable. 

Against the Im kut, the stylized Jindo wailing looks false and forced, but it offers its participants

a different kind of authentic ritual experience. I have seen this kind of weeping before, in the media

coverage of Kim Jong-il’s death in 2011. There was considerable press commentary on the intense

outpourings of grief demonstrated by the North Korean people (Carroll, 2011, is an example). The

discussion tended to focus on whether the weeping was real or forced – authentic or inauthentic

(Geoghegan, 2011). By comparing it with a traditional Korean funeral, we can see understand it not as

the individual, personal responses of the Im family, but as a community ritual practice. Like the
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hereditary shamanism of the South more generally, the public wailing in Jindo meets a ritual need and

has a felt efficacy for its practitioners. It gives grief a form so that it can be contained, kept from the

explosiveness we saw with Mrs. Im. In both Jindo and North Korea, it serves a social need as well,

demonstrating appropriate emotions in response to the death of a respected person. And if this ritual

wailing is authentically a practice of Korean shamanism when it happens on Jindo as part of a kut, isn’t

it also Korean shamanism when it happens above the 38th parallel in a Communist society?

Indeed, Korean shamanism continues to operate in North Korea, despite the ban on religion.

The first I ever heard of such a thing was at a public forum at Columbia University, where I asked the

North Korean defector Kim Young Il, executive director of the Korean reunification advocacy group

PSCORE, whether he had any experience of Korean shamanism while living in North Korea. Kim said

that he had never seen or heard of a kut being performed, but that fortune-telling by kangshinmu was

widespread. When I expressed surprise that such things could go on in the tightly controlled

environment of North Korea, he smiled and explained that the elite have problems too, and they need

their fortunes told, so they protect the fortune-tellers (Y. I. Kim, 2013). This story was corroborated by

Lee Seongmin, a defector who left North Korea in 2009 (Lee, 2013). Lee described to me his six or

seven visits to fortune-tellers in North Korea, who couldn’t advertise their services but were widely

known. When you wanted to meet one, you would ask the neighbors when the fortune-teller might be

home. Often a well-known fortune teller would be picked up in a black car – the sign of a government

vehicle – early in the morning, only to be returned late at night. No one knew exactly where they went,

but it was thought that they were on standby for senior North Korean officials who might require their

advice or services. 

If these beliefs in the efficacy of shamanism have survived sixty years of Stalinist

totalitarianism, it should come as no surprise that North Koreans continue to access the forms and

behaviors of Korean shamanism for their secular ritual needs as well. It is a form of performance and

participation understood by all. And if it has survived as a reflexive ritual form in North Korea, we can

see how in South Korea as well, the ordered traditions of the sesŭmmu might provide a security and

ease, even a relief from suffering, that the wrenching catharsis of the kangshinmu can’t replace.
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Spirit and Performance

As we can see from the example of Park Mijung, a new generation of mudang have come to

their calling along new paths that don’t always fit with idealized tradition. Where once becoming a

shaman meant a life of hardship and social stigma, times have changed – and with changing times have

come changing standards. 

There is one practitioner in particular who has popularized and legitimized the northern style of

spirit-descended ritual performance within a modern context and brought it to international audiences:

Kim Keum-hwa. Her story starts off like those of so many mudang of her generation. Born in

Hwanghae Province, Kim Keum-hwa experienced sickness at a young age, lost her father at 13, fled

North Korea during the Korean War. She divorced twice. Her son was taunted in school for having a

manshin mother. Her brother died of pneumonia, leaving behind four children (C. Kim, 2003, pp. 200–

202). Where Kim’s story takes an unusual turn is in her dogged attempts to present herself as a

performer of traditional arts, beginning in 1966, when she entered her first folk arts contest (C. Kim,

2003, p. 203). Over time, and over the protests of other shamans, she built her reputation, while also

coming to the attention of Western anthropologists. In 1981, she gained national attention for presiding

over the shamanic initiation of an educated Korean woman, Hee-Ah Ch’ae, who had graduated from

Korea’s top-ranked university, Seoul National, and was then studying anthropology at UCLA (C. Kim,

2003, p. 204). The event made Kim famous enough in Korea that she was able to travel abroad to

perform, garnering rave reviews – and a great deal of academic attention – in the United States and

elsewhere. In 1985 she was given government recognition as the official carrier of Intangible Cultural

Property No. 83, the boat ritual of her hometown – a designation that enables her to use the unofficial

title of National Living Treasure (C. Kim, 2003, p. 208).

Considering the disdain traditionally shown to shamans in Korea, Kim Keum-hwa’s

establishment legitimacy is an impressive achievement. All the same, it raises questions, again, of

authenticity. In a community setting, performance and ritual efficacy exist side by side, fully integrated.

But the problem of performance versus ritual efficacy is brought into relief when a kut is performed in a
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theater or presented as dance. If she performs kut for audiences in concert halls, is there still ritual

efficacy? Are spirit possessions less real when they take place at a government performing arts center?

When is Kim a ritual specialist, and when is she a performer? Are they one and the same?

We can look further back to see that the transmutation of shamanism from ritual to performance

has long been a way of domesticating it. The Salpuri, or spirit-cleansing dance, for example, is derived

from Korean shamanic ritual, but it was aestheticized in the early 20th century, when it became part of

the repertoire of gisaeng (Korean geishas); it was given the name Salpuri in 1936, and it has since

become a standard form of Korean traditional performance, stripped of any ritual efficacy (M. Kim,

2005, p. 75). In a way, the government of South Korea took a position on these questions when in 1986

they refused to allow Kim to travel to America to perform shamanic rituals, relenting only when she

changed the title of her performance from kut to chum (dance). For the government, folk performance

was an acceptable public display, while ritual shamanism was still an embarrassment (C. Kim, 2003, p.

205).

A generation later, Koreans have come to view their traditional culture quite differently. An

official of the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism told me in 2009 that while the government used

to fence off traditional culture for preservation, it is now more interested in promoting fusion with

South Korea’s thriving pop culture. In the summer of 2013 I had a chance to see this new approach in

action in the folk village of Hahoe, famous for its masked dance. Where previously the traditional

dance stood on its own as an attraction, Hahoe now boasts an amplified historical musical about the

masked dance, complete with light shows, video projections, fire lanterns and enormous crowds.

Echoing global trends in cultural production, where the Internet has rendered every historical period

immediately accessible for reuse, Korean shamanism appears to be entering into a kind of post-modern

state, functioning as folk religion, cultural performance and export product all at once. I n Shamans,

Nostalgias, and the IMF, one of Laurel Kendall’s manshin informants declares that while the powers of

individual shamans seem to be on the decline, the sheer number of shamans is rising:

Around the time of the Korean War, there weren’t so many shamans like me. During the war, the
mountains were fired upon and bombs dropped from the sky, so the gods on the mountain had
nowhere to go …. People were running for their lives. Do you think the gods wouldn’t run away
too? They came down into people. Nowadays so many people have the gods descend to make
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them destined shamans. Today, even the sacred mountains are being stripped and leveled … So
don’t the gods just descend into human beings? (Kendall, 2009, p. xviii)

No longer the province of stern spirit mothers and desperate, poor, illiterate women in the throes of

shinbyŏng, shamanism now functions in the realms of the service and performance industries. The one-

on-one transmission from spirit mother to spirit daughter is now replaced in some cases by shaman

schools (Kendall, 2009, p. 110). Village shamans within a village social context are replaced by

mudang with specialized shops in the cities (Kendall, 2009, p. 113). Older shamans complain that these

new shamans are often “insufficiently inspired and badly trained” (Kendall, 2009, p. 110). Kim Keum-

hwa herself “idealizes the ‘very special relationship’ of a spirit mother and her spirit daughter … to

contrast the fluidity and instrumentality of these relationships today” (Kendall, 2009, p. 105).

Kendall reminds us, however, that it was ever and always thus: 

a quick scan of the literature on shamans in other parts of the world will reveal that in however
many ethnographies, the last “real” shaman died either just before the anthropologist’s first field
trip or very shortly thereafter … “Authentic” and “phony” are will-o’-the-wisps. (Kendall, 2009,
pp. 113–114)4 

Rather than “chase them to an unanswerable nonresolution,” Kendall turns to the details of real-world

shamans, and we will do the same (Kendall, 2009, p. 114). But where Kendall introduces us to three

Korean women who have sought to become professional shamans, we will meet Hendrikje Lange, a

Swiss woman who has become the spirit daughter of the famous Kim Keum-hwa. 

Swiss Gods Don’t Like Rice Cake

As Koreans – and Korean shamans – have begun to travel abroad, so have the spirits.

Hendrikje Lange was born and raised in Berne, Switzerland (Lange, 2013). Her father is Swiss,

her mother German. In 1994 she attended a rhythm and movement workshop by a Swiss dancer who

happened to use a janggu, or Korean hourglass drum. That was the beginning of her interest in Korea.

While many Westerners find traditional Korean rhythms hard to parse, Lange immediately felt “very

happy and very comfortable” with them, and she began learning with the dancer. The next year she saw

4 There is a parallel here to one of my own loves, jazz music. Where once jazz was the province of an underclass, learned
informally and given a kind of authenticity by the suffering and struggles of its performers, it has now been
aestheticized, embraced by the academe, landmarked for preservation – and I can’t help feeling that it has lost
something vital in the transition. This ethnographer saw Miles Davis perform once, and he died not long after.
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the famous samulnori drummer Kim Duk-Soo perform – her first chance to experience Korean

drumming as performed by an actual Korean. When Kim played binari, a rhythm associated with

shamanism, Lange felt that “there is something in this culture that might be really, really important for

me.”5 She also befriended Dong-Won Kim, a Korean percussionist and a member of Yo-Yo Ma’s Silk

Road Project, when he came to visit Switzerland. (It was Dong-Won who introduced us.) Lange first

traveled to South Korea in 1999, spending three weeks at a performing arts summer camp in Buyeo-

gun, Chungcheongnam-do. She returned to Korea later that year to compete in the Seoul Drum

Festival, and she kept visiting nearly every year in the summer, and sometimes at other times as well.

As Lange’s connection to Korea deepened, things began to go wrong in other parts of her life.

She suffered from bad luck, frequent illness, depression. “Whatever I did” in terms of jobs or

relationships, “it kind of didn’t work.” But as bas as things were for her, they were worse for her

brother Johannes, who never seemed to fit in with the world. In 2007, he took his own life. “At that

moment when I lost my brother, this was really the complete breakdown.” Around that time, she had

what she described as “shaman-like visions” for the first time. “There were moments I thought I could

follow [Johannes],” Lange said. “Not from wanting it, but accidentally.” She felt a growing sense of

danger. By 2009, things were at last beginning to improve for Lange, and she was even making plans to

quit her job as a psychomotor therapist and open a drum studio. Then she fell while ice-skating and hit

her head. 

Unable to work for two months, Lange brooded, wondering why all these difficulties were

befalling her. Around this time she was visited by Andrea Kalff, a German woman who was initiated

into Korean shamanism by Kim Keum-hwa (“Andrea Kalff,” n.d.). Kalff was impressed with Lange’s

drumming and told her that she saw many Korean spirits hovering around Lange when she played the

janggu. Kalff told Lange that Korea was very important for her and encouraged her to go there again,

saying things might get worse if she didn’t. Lange contacted the musician Dong-Won Kim, who in turn

contacted Kim Keum-hwa. Kim Keum-hwa told Lange that what she was suffering was a kind of

shinbyŏng and offered to perform an initiation kut. The fee was 5,000 Swiss francs (about US $5,500),

5 In an echo of Kendall’s old shamans who look down on the new generation, Lange complains that samulnori two
decades later has lost its old force, becoming more stage-oriented and further removed from tradition. The ghost of
authenticity is never far away.
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which Lange believes is actually rather cheap compared to other mudang she has heard about. 

Lange “didn’t really know anything about shamanism,” but she “had some confidence in Kim,”

and anyway felt that she had nothing to lose. Her therapist encouraged her to go. Lange began her

preparations while still in Switzerland, abstaining from meat, alcohol and sex for about a month before

traveling to Korea around the lunar new year in 2010. The initiation took place at Kim Keum-hwa’s

practice house on Ganghwado, a small island close to Seoul. Lange was one of several foreigners who

traveled and stayed together, but each person received her own initiation kut, which is a very personal

experience. Kim asked Lange about any recent visions or dreams. Based on what Lange told her, Kim

said it was quite clear that Lange was meant to be initiated. Then Lange was taken by one of Kim’s

disciples to pray to the spirits at Kim’s altar. That night Lange washed her hair especially carefully, so

as to be perfectly clean for the initiation. The kut began the next morning – a full day of chanting,

music and dancing – and ended around 6 or 7 pm. During the kut, the bad spirits were cleansed from

Lange, and toward the end, Lange had a chance to meet with her European ancestors. Usually the

shaman leading the kut will look for another mudang somewhere among the ancestors, but Kim didn’t

do that for Lange; still, Kim suggested that there must have been someone particularly religious among

Lange’s ancestors, and Lange has surmised that it might be one of her Wendish forebears, who might

have some connection to Mongolia and on back to Korea.

Lange feels that she was “thrown into” her initiation as a mudang without much understanding

of what was happening. Looking back, she feels that the kut was “too easy” for her to receive. As it was

happening, she felt she was “finally coming home. I was not really scared. But I didn’t really know the

whole dimension of what I was doing – maybe that’s why I wasn’t scared enough.” The language

barrier made it hard for Lange to communicate clearly with Kim. Kim is also famous, busy, and now

quite old, which has meant that her spirit daughter has been a victim of the very fluidity and

instrumentality that Kim earlier disparaged. And Lange spoke darkly of 

some problems with the people surrounding Kim Keum-hwa, who are, let’s say, bad people –
you know, making money with shamanism and not really being deeply spiritual and not really
caring about people and not really caring about the new spiritual daughters. 

Lange subsequently had a falling out with Kim and Kalff, which almost led Lange to cut contact with
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Kim completely. But it is clear to Lange when she prays that no matter the difficulties, Kim is still her

spiritual mother, a bond that cannot be broken, and that it would be dangerous for her to try. These

kinds of conflicts are all too common in Korean shamanism. Kim herself was part of an effort to create

“an officially recognized shaman religion … to gain dignity and respect for shamans,” organized by a

diviner called Ms. Shin, but “the projected association was undermined by acrimonies and rivalries

within the shaman community and by what Ms. Shin perceived as a lack of sincere commitment on the

part of her better-known ally” (Kendall, 2009, p. 125).

A few months after her initiation kut, Lange moved to Seoul, where she’s pursuing a master’s

degree in Korean traditional performance at Korea National University of Arts. She feels that the

initiation gave her the clarity she needed to make the move, and she’s glad to be in what she thinks is

the right place, even if her life is more difficult now. Since her initiation, Lange’s primary advisor in the

world of Korean shamanism has been her spirit eonni, or elder sister, Jeong Sun-deok, herself a spirit

daughter of Kim Keum-hwa. Working with Jeong and meeting once or twice a month, Lange has tried

to set up a regular spiritual practice, though she has been less diligent than she might like. She has also

deepened her understanding of the role that spirits have played in her life. She now sees her brother’s

suffering – diagnosed as a kind of schizophrenia – as a fatal case of shinbyŏng, which in turn came

from their mother: “the demands of the spirits are so powerful that they will keep trying until they find

somebody who accepts their call,” just as they did with the mudang Park Mijung and her mother. Lange

has learned that these kinds of transferences, from mother to daughter or daughter to mother or across

other family connections, are not unusual. 

In the summer of 2013, Lange and Jeong visited Switzerland together to perform a kut to

receive the Swiss mountain gods. (According to Lange, this kut should have been performed by her

spiritual mother before the initiation kut, and Kim did it for Kalff, but not for Lange.) At Gurten

Mountain in Berne, Jeong had a sudden vision of people dressed in white, dancing in a circle by a fire

under a full moon. Lange believes these were the Celts who used to live in that area. Jeong also told

Lange that her brother had often been on that mountain, which was true – it was the last place Lange

spoken with him before he died. This was not something Lange had ever mentioned to Jeong.
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The next day, Lange and Jeong tried to prepare ddeokk, steamed Korean rice cakes, for the

mountain gods, but somehow the recipe would not turn out. Lange intuited that this was the Swiss

mountain gods’ way of saying they preferred their own kinds of food, and that is what Lange and Jeong

prepared. They then traveled to the Alps to perform a ritual. As they approached the three mountains of

Eiger, Moench and Jungfrau, Jeong felt such power that she instinctively fell to her knees and started to

pray. She was upset that Lange had not sensed the mountains’ power and accused Lange of not

preparing herself spiritually, which Lange admitted was true. Jeong forbid them to go any closer to the

mountains that day; instead, they kept praying and talking through the whole night, as Lange went

through a kind of crisis and thought about running away from her spiritual destiny. The next morning

they went to complete the ritual. For Lange, “it was amazing and beautiful and demanding, but still

difficult … to have really clear visions or hear and interpret the messages of the spirits.”

Lange does not feel that she has completed her spiritual journey. She has yet to perform a kut,

partly because she doesn’t feel comfortable asking for money, but mostly out of a lack of confidence in

her abilities. When she prays to the spirits, the connection is “not reliable.” Jeong has reassured her that

there are many spirits present, but Lange can’t contact them easily – a difficulty Lange finds “very

confusing.”

What are we to make of Hendrikje Lange? Instinctively I put her under greater scrutiny than I

do a Korean like Park Mijung. While I have very little problem nodding along as an East Asian woman

narrates her encounters with her ghost ancestors or tears the head off a chicken, I get uncomfortable

when a white European talks about contacting the ancient Celts. No doubt there is a kind of Orientalism

at work here, a regression to “the motif of the Orient as insinuating danger, [where] rationality is

undermined by Eastern excesses, those mysteriously attractive opposites to what seem to be normal

values” (Said, 1979, p. 57). What could be more mysteriously attractive than peeling back the veneer of

slick South Korean modernity to to find spirit possessions and pig blood? Yet what is mysteriously

attractive in Asians becomes abnormal and discomfiting – the word I’m dancing around is flaky – in

Europeans. This aura of flakiness is such that it rebounds back onto Kim Keum-hwa, that government-

recognized paragon of authentic tradition. Did she make a mistake in initiating Kalff and Lange? Is it
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all a scam, a way to earn a substantial payout from uncritical, underinformed Westerners? One of

Kendall’s old manshin “posits that greedy shamans promote initiation kut to make up for the business

in healing kut that modern medicine replaced” (Kendall, 2009, p. 111). Is Kim just an old woman

cashing in, a canny Korean businesswoman selling a hot new Korean cultural export? At times Lange

seems to think so, though she doesn’t blame Kim directly, but rather the people around her.

At the same time, there are reasons to give Lange more credence than many of the Korean

shamans Laurel Kendall encounters in the 1990s and 2000s. Unlike Kendall’s shamans, Lange isn’t

trying to build a career out of her contact with the gods. And unlike Koreans who choose to tap into the

traditional culture immediately available to them, Lange has latched onto a foreign culture difficult to

access. She has uprooted her life, left an adequate if uninspiring career, and moved across the globe to

study the traditions of Korea. And she describes the experience of “getting in touch with these powers”

as “really shocking, not beautiful.” She has come to an embrace of Korean traditional culture, and to an

ambivalent relationship with Korean shamanism, out of a sense of fate, and with a thoughtful

awareness of the cultural ambiguities involved. In her journey I see reflections of my own developing

interest in Korea, which has drawn me into many arduous tasks (like writing this paper), and which I

have difficulty explaining. Indeed, Lange is simply one of many Western scholars who have engaged

with Korean traditional culture. Laurel Kendall has sponsored many a kut and participated

wholeheartedly. Lange has simply gone a step further, taking Korean (and Western) mudang at their

word and engaging directly with the Korean spirits. 

And the spirits? Torn from the Korean mountains, they descend into people. If a Korean can

travel to Switzerland to find an audience for his drumming, why can’t a Korean spirit travel just as far

to find a human being in which to dwell?

Conclusion

Korean shamanism contains multitudes. Who is in, who is out – what is authentic Korean

shamanism – shifts depending on where you stand and where you look. One person’s phony shaman is

another’s fortune-teller. One person’s performing artist is another’s spirit mother. We even find
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ourselves asking whether a Swiss woman offering Swiss bread to Swiss mountain gods is an authentic

manifestation of Korean shamanism, or whether the public mourning for a Stalinist totalitarian is a kind

of kut. And I still don’t know what to make of that old couple barking on cardboard.

Laurel Kendall calls authenticity a will-o’-the-wisp – “a thing … that deludes or misleads by

means of fugitive appearances,” which is also a pretty good description of the spirits with which

Korean shamanism engages (The Compact Oxford English Dictionary, 1991, p. 1723). But a will-o’-

the-wisp is also something that compels us to chase after it in spite of ourselves, in spite of our

knowledge that we will never catch it. So it is with the Korean spirits for those who feel themselves

called to pursue them. The power of Korean shamanism rests in part with its protean qualities, its

indefinability, its capriciousness. Those of us who are drawn to it are like a fortune-teller’s clients,

always full of doubt but returning for another cast of the coins, hoping that this time we will at last see

and understand the truth – and hoping that such a moment of clarity will never come wipe away the

mystery.
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